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These lined, multicolored sentence strips have 3 thin, white lines on the back and 1 on the front.

They are a great addition to any classroom for use in pocket charts, on a bulletin board, or just as a

writing exercise.
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These are nice WORD strips but when I ordered them I read "sentence" strips in the title and

thought I was getting the long sentence strips, which is what I wanted. I will keep them. They are

good quality but they will indeed only fit a WORD. It was my fault that I didn't pay attention to the

dimensions but they really should take the words sentence strip out of their title.

I use these for my word wall in my classroom and they work well. I color code for grade level, and

also to categorize words. They are a much better price on  than my local teacher supply and since I

buy most of my classroom supplies, price is a factor. I stocked up during the promo price offer, but I

know I will be back for more.

The lines on these are very different from the ones you buy at a brick and mortar. Some of the cards



were printed very dark, others were very light and children have a hard time seeing them when they

write their word wall words on them. The colors of the cards are bright and are great.

I bought this for my classroom. It's no different than what you find in the teacher's store. I used this

to create vocabulary cards for my word wall. I use a pocket chart to hold the cards. The colors are

vibrant and added the appeal I needed for my word wall.

These word strips are excellent! The colors are bright and cheerful without making it hard to read

what is written on them. I like that one side has the center dotted writing line and the other has just a

bottom line. I opted for these instead of cutting down the longer sentence strips for my daughter's

word wall. I prefer the uniform look. They are the perfect size to fit most words and a 2"x2" picture.

Love these strips. The colors are vibrant and call the students attention in my classroom. Very

durable high quality product. Great!

I'm a sub and use these as name tags for students (tape a clothes pin to the desk to hold it upright).

The bright color, used with a contrasting colored Sharpie, makes names easy to read. Bright colors

also encourage the students to cooperate and write their names with a little artistic flourish. Price

from this vendor makes these a bargain.

Easy to use in my classroom and easy to store. I bought this to write words for letter of the week . . .

worked great.
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